The End of the JCPOA Road?
by Ofira Seliktar

T

he July 2015 Iranian
nuclear deal, formally
known as the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA), prompted many
optimists to assume that Tehran
would abandon its expansionist, Islamist drive and join
the community of nations. But
the Obama administration was
so desperate for this that it
settled for a weak deal that
President Obama (with VP Biden, left) announces the signing of the
accommodated Tehran’s hardJCPOA, July 14, 2015. The Obama administration settled for a
liners, leading to its eventual
weak nuclear deal with Iran that accommodated Tehran’s
hardliners.
rejection by Donald Trump.
Five years later, the deal is
on the verge of collapse. What
consequences does this have for the Middle East and the world?xxxxxxx
world?xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The JCPOA’s Critics

Upon founding the Islamic Republic of
Iran in 1979, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
vowed to export his revolutionary message
throughout the Muslim world via Shiite
proxies, or the Axis of Resistance. His aides
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realized that nuclear weapons would provide
a protective umbrella against attack from the
United States and its allies, who would surely
oppose Iran’s moves.
In the early 1980s, then-president Ali
Khamenei was among a group that oversaw
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1 The Neew York Timees, Mar. 15, 2012;
2
Ettela’a
at
(Tehrran), Oct. 25, 2013.
2
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3 Faarhad Rezaei, IIran’s Nuclearr Program: A Study in
Proliferationn and Rollbaack (N.Y.: P
Palgrave
MacMillan), 2016, pp. 211-15.
4 All-Monitor (Waashington, D.C
C.), June 24, 20013; The
Washington P
Post, June 15, 2013.
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Iran was limited to keeping
only 300 kilograms of uranium
enriched to 3.67 percent; the
rest of its stockpile of ten thousand kilograms of low enriched
uranium was to be blended
down to natural uranium levels
or sold abroad.5
However, several congresssional hearings revealed grave
problems with the deal, from
weak verification and monitoring
protocols to Tehran’s refusal to
disclose the possible military
dimensions and locations of
suspected nuclear sites. Sen.
John McCain, chair of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee,
The IAEA standard for Iran was not as demanding as the one
said that lifting sanctions would
applied to other countries. The inspection regime excluded access
bolster “military and intelligence
to military sites such as the base in Parchin where nuclear
operatives” and their destaexperiments had allegedly been conducted.
bilizing activities from Syria to
Yemen. Senate Republicans tried
Outside critics, including prominent
but failed to prohibit President Obama from
experts
such as David Albright, founder of
waiving sanctions or “otherwise limit[ing] the
the Institute for Science and International
application of sanctions pursuant” to the
Security, and Olli Heinonen, former IAEA
JCPOA.6 The deal was so unpopular that the
deputy director-general for safeguards,
president could not convince the required twopointed out that the inspection regime
thirds of the Senate to formalize it as a treaty.
excluded access to military sites such as the
The agreement even fell short of a simple
huge base in Parchin where nuclear exmajority to approve it, so a contrived formula
periments had allegedly been conducted. In
was used instead: Congress voted to
their opinion, the IAEA standard for Iran was
disapprove, meaning that Obama could veto the
not as demanding as the one applied to other
disapproval if a mere thirty-four senators
countries. An analysis of Iran’s nuclear
7
supported him.
archives obtained by Israel in 2018 confirmed these misgivings.8
Other observers noted that the Obama
5 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), The
Washington Post, July 14, 2015.
team, eager to strike a deal, caved on ballistic
6 H.R. 3460, U.S. House of Representatives, Sept. 11,
missiles. Under tremendous pressure from
2015.
the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
7 “Impacts of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA) on the United States Interests and the
Military Balance in the Middle East,” hearing
before the Committee on Armed Services, U.S.
Senate, July 29, Aug. 4, 5, 2015; NPR, Sept. 2, 2015.
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8 David Albright and Olli Heinonen, “What to do with
the crown jewels of Iran’s nuclear program,” The
Hill (Washington, D.C.), May 16, 2019.
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Farhad Rezaeei, “Iran’s Millitary Capabiliity: The
Structure annd Strength of Forces,” Insight
Turkey, 4 (20019): 183-214.
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withdrew from the deal in 2018 and
imposed the so-called maximum
pressure sanctions.12

Tehran’s Maximum
Response
As in the previous round,
sanctions wreaked havoc on the
Iranian economy. The unemployment rate rose to 15 percent
but reached 30 percent among the
young. Oil exports decreased by 90
percent, and the gross domestic
Sanctions wreaked havoc on the Iranian economy amid signs
product for 2020 was on track to
of the breakdown of Iranian society. Drug addiction
shrink by 80 percent. The IRGC
expanded from two million users before 2012 to six million in
was declared a terrorist entity and
2019.
its assets were subjected to severe
sanctions. All in all, the U.S.
In addition, the White House took a dim
Treasury added more than one thousand
view of IRGC general Qassem Soleimani’s
Iranian entities to the sanctions list. The
expansion of his network of Shiite proxies.
misery index soared once again, this time to
The Obama administration had assumed that
the dangerous level of almost 76 percent.13
the regime would abandon its Axis of
Signs of the breakdown of Iranian society
Resistance project after the agreement, a
climbed, too. The rates of HIV and AIDS
prospect that President Rouhani and Foreign
infection are up nine-fold since 2006, an 80
Minister Mohammed Javad Zarif had
percent annual increase. In 2006, nine
suggested might happen but did not. Now
thousand people were diagnosed with HIV,
flush with cash that had become newly
but eighty thousand were diagnosed in 2017.
available after the lifting of sanctions, the
Drug addiction expanded from two million
IRGC expanded Soleimani’s expeditionary
users before 2012 to six million in 2019.14
Quds Force. By 2018, he largely controlled
The marriage rate decreased from 550,000 in
Lebanon through the Hezbollah proxy; had
2009 to 495,000 in 2019. In 2009, there was
rescued Syria’s president Bashar Assad; had
taken hold of Iraq with the help of local
Shiite militias; had developed the Houthis in
Yemen into a formidable foe of Saudi
12 Mike Pompeo, U.S. secretary of state, interview,
Arabia, and had made inroads into
“After the Deal: A New Iran Strategy,” The
Afghanistan. Pompeo said that the JCPOA
Heritage Foundation, Washington, D.C., May
would need to be revised to account for all
21, 2018.
three categories of grievances: nuclear
13 Daily Beast (New York), Jan. 7, 2020.
enrichment and the sunset clause; ballistic
14 Hamshahri (Tehran), May 25, 2019; Pupils
missiles, and the destabilization of the
Association News Agency (PANA, Tehran), Dec.
Middle East. To force Tehran to address
1, 2019; Iranian Student News Agency (ISNA),
these issues, the Trump administration
May 26, 2019.
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16 Reuterrs, “Special Report:
R
Iran’s leader ordereed
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t
end it,’”
i
Dec. 23, 2019; NetBlo
ocks, Nov. 15
5,
2019.

18 A
Author interviiew with Farhad Rezaei, Ceenter for
Iranian Studiies, Ankara, M
Mar. 10, 2020.

17 Shahir Shahidsaless,, “Has the US-Iran Conflicct
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hed a Point of No Return,” Middle
M
East Eyye
(Lond
don), Apr. 23, 2019.

19 Mashregh Neews Agency, JJune 29, 20199; “Iran
Sanctions,” Congressionaal Research Service,
Washington, D.C., RS208771, Jan. 24, 20220.
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would reduce compliance, breaching
the stockpile cap on heavy water and
enriched uranium (300 kilograms of
up to 3.67 percent low enriched uranium, the basic ingredient for nuclear
fuel). On July 7, 2019, the AEOI revealed that uranium enrichment had
exceeded the 3.67 percent limit. On
September 5, 2019, Tehran declared
that it would abandon all restrictions
on advanced centrifuges and go ahead
with research and development, and
two months later, AEOI technicians
began injecting uranium hexafluoride
gas into some centrifuges in the
Fordow facility, a step that would
bring Iran closer to fabricating weapon
grade uranium. On January 5, 2020,
Tehran declared that it would no
longer accept any restrictions on the
number of centrifuges, that the nuclear
program would not be subject to “any
operational restrictions,” and that all
activities would be based on Iran’s “technical
needs.” These carefully calibrated and very
public measures were yet another attempt
to pressure the Europeans to relieve the
sanctions.20
For those in the leadership who had little
faith in diplomacy, the military track led by
Soleimani was far more attractive. Earlier,
during Ahmadinejad’s tenure, several officials threatened to close the Strait of
Hormuz, a vital, narrow trade route needed to
transport roughly one-fifth of the world’s oil
on two-fifths of the world’s oil tankers. But
even the habitually belligerent Ahmadinejad
did not make good on those threats. Tehran
still remembered Operation Praying Mantis
in April 1988 when U.S. president Ronald
Reagan shelled Iran’s offshore oil facilities

20 Tabnak News Agency (Tehran), Nov. 9, 2019.
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When the IRGC shot down a $240 million U.S. drone,
Trump refused to retaliate, which emboldened IRGC’s
Qassem Soleimani (above). Several months later, an
Iranian attack knocked out half of the Saudi oil
production.

as punishment for mining the Strait of
Hormuz and damaging a U.S. ship.
Soleimani, however, was convinced that
Trump, unlike Reagan, would stand down.
On July 26, 2018, while speaking at a
commemoration for the Iran-Iraq war, he said
that starting a war with “a nation of martyrs”
would “destroy all [U.S.] capabilities.” He
also mocked Trump as a “gambler” with the
style of a “casino” or “bar owner” and
warned that “we are near you, in places that
you cannot even imagine,” an allusion to the
infamous terror capabilities of the Quds
Force.21
Soleimani took note of Trump’s oftrepeated promise to wind down the “endless
wars” in the region. For the IRGC, the 2017
strategy defense review22 confirmed that
Washington planned to focus more on China
21 “Iran IRGC Quds Hajj Qasem Soleimani,” YouTube,
Aug 1, 2018.
22 “National Defense Strategy of the United States of
America,” White House, Washington, D.C., Dec.
2017.
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fighters. Soleimani reesponded by
y ordering th
he
if oon cue, on January 144, 2020, thee three
militia to attack the U.S.
U embassy
y in Baghdad
d,
Eurropean
JC
CPOA
siggnatories—B
Britain,
causing considerablee damage to
t the outeer
Fraance, and Geermany (the E
E3)—triggerred the
perimeterr.
Disspute Resoluution Mechhanism (DR
RM) in
Evok
king memories of the sto
orming of th
he
respponse to Teehran’s violaation of the treaty.
U.S. emb
bassy in Teh
hran in 1979 that doomed
Thee agree-mennt stipulated that if no soolution
Presidentt Jimmy Carter’s
C
chan
nces for reewerre found witthin sixty daays, the issuee could
election, the assault was a warn
ning that th
he
be referred to the Securitty Council, which
2
Iranians were ready to “Carterizze” Trump.26
couuld re-imposse the com
mprehensive “snapFinally, on
o January 3,, 2020, a U.S
S. drone strik
ke
bacck” sanctionns. Howeverr, the E3 saaid the
killed So
oleimani and
d Mahdi al-M
Muhandis, th
he
deaadline was fflexible, hintting that inddefinite
27
head of KH.
K
neggo-tiations w
were possiblee.
Soleeimani’s deaath unleashed calls fo
or
revenge, and Kham
menei set the
t
tone by
y
Rational C
Choices, IIranian Styyle
declaring
g that Iran would
w
react “directly” and
d
28
“in force.” On January
J
8, the IRGC’s
Conductedd during Irann’s Februaryy 2020
Aerospacce Force launched sixteeen missiles at
a
parl
rliamentary elections, tthe new rouund of
a facility
y near the Irb
bil airport an
nd the Assad
d
debbates rehasheed the decaddes-long arguuments
base in Iraq that ho
oused somee 1,500 U.S
S.
aboout the econnomic rationnality of the state
troops. Hajizadeh
H
said
s
that th
he so-called
d
verrsus the regim
me’s missionnary vision.
Operation
n Shahid So
oleimani “chose” not to
o
Pragmatic politicianns and officials
kill five thousand
t
solldiers, but th
hat more than
n
my was
arguued that thhe Resistancce Econom
eighty were
w
killed and
a hundred
ds more werre
runnning on fum
mes, pointinng to three sserious
wounded
d.29 The Pen
ntagon denieed that therre
struuctural challlenges thaat required interwere an
ny dead and
d revealed that it had
d
natiional coopeeration andd massive capital
advance warning about
a
the strike, preeinv estment. Thhe obsolete sstate of the ooil and
sumably from the Iraqi gov
vernment. A
gass industry w
was by far thhe most urgeent. As
earlly as 2015, Oil Ministeer Bijan Zanngeneh
annnounced thatt the industtry’s infrastrructure
requuired millions of dollarss in modernnization
26 Mark T. Esper, secretary of defeense, and Gen
n.
Mark
k A. Milley, ch
hairman of the Joint Chiefs of
o
inv estments. Inn February 20020, he said,
Staff,, briefing, U.S. Dept.
Wash
hington, D.C., Jan.
J 2, 2020.

of

Defensee,

27 The New
w York Times, Jan. 2, 2020.
28 Khabar Foori website (Tehran), Jan. 3, 2020.
29 Ibid., Jaan. 8, 2020.
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In the oil industry, we need to
access [foreign] technology and
$25 billion foreign investment
annually, and if this is not
achieved, the problem will spread
to other sectors. Because of the
sanctions, we do not access [both
money and technology].31

He added that the private sector provided
minimal investment, and that the National
Development Fund of Iran, which had been
created to augment the Oil Stabilization
Fund, did not have enough resources.32
The banking system was also in trouble.
Thanks to decades of mismanagement, corruption, and inefficiency compounded by
nonperforming loans, banks had developed a
chronic liquidity problem. The Central Bank
of Iran had periodically mitigated the crisis
with a massive injection of capital, an option
cut short by the shrunken resistance budget.
Experts, including Adnan Mazarei, former
International Monetary Fund deputy head,
warned that insolvency might trigger a run
on the banks and destroy the economy.33
Iranian banks also ran into trouble with
the Terrorist Financing Convention and its
watchdog, the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF), which were created to suppress
terrorist financing and money laundering.
In 2016, on the Obama administration’s recommendation, FATF agreed to remove Iran
from its blacklisted states—whose banking
systems finance terrorism—if it promised to
enact several finance reforms. Still, Rouhani
failed to persuade the parliament, which was
under pressure from the IRGC, to pass the
necessary legislation. So on February 20,
31 Ettela’at, Feb. 16, 2020.

Central Bank of Iran, Tehran. Due to
mismanagement, corruption, and
inefficiency, Iranian banks have a
chronic liquidity problem. The
Central Bank periodically mitigates
the crisis with massive injections of
capital.

2020, FAFT put Iran back on the blacklist. It
left a small opening, though, by stating that
“countries could apply counter-measures
independent of FATF.” With thirty-six members and two regional groups participating, the
blacklist would severely restrict Iran’s access
to loans and financial aid.34
In addition, water management, exacerbated by climate change, created another
systemic challenge. In recent years, the annual precipitation level has declined sharply;
in 2018 alone, rainfall decreased by 20 percent.
The amount of water in reservoirs diminished
by a third, from 32 billion cubic meters of
surface water in 2017 to 25 billion in 2018.

32 Ibid.
33 Adnan Mazarei, “Iran Has a Slow Moving Banking
Crisis,” Peterson Institute for International
Economics, Washington, D.C., June 2019.
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Farmers have com
mpensated by
y digging illlegal
wells, a process thatt has
depleted
further
the
35
3
aquifers. A 2017 U.N.
U
report on Iran noted,

Water
W
shortagees are
accute; agricultu
ural livelihood
ds [are]
no
o longer suffficient. With
h few
otther options, many peoplee have
leeft, choosing uncertain
u
futu
ures as
migrants
m
in seaarch of work.366

Issa Kalantari, a former minister of
o
agriculturre, said thatt the “water crisis is th
he
main pro
oblem that th
hreatens” Iran
n, adding thaat
it is moree dangerous than “Israell, America or
o
37
7
political infighting.”
i
Moree recently, th
he spread off the COVID
D19 virus in Iran haas posed ad
dditional forrmidable challenges.
c
Caught
C
totally
y unprepared
d,
the regim
me’s instinctive blaming of
o the United
States (an
nd Israel) fo
or creating and
a spreading
38
3
the virus was met with
w widespread skepticism
m
and publlic criticism of the gov
vernment fo
or

35 Abouzaar Roosta and Mostafa
M
Keshav
varzi, “Bohran--I
Ab va
v Tagheerate Ab
A va Havaeee,” Water Crisiis
Natio
onal Symposium
m, Isfahan, 201
14; ISNA, Sep
pt.
15, 2018; Reuters, Mar.
M 29, 2018;; Khabar Onlin
ne
Newss Agency (Teh
hran), Sept. 2, 2019; Suzann
ne
Malon
ney, “Iranian protesters
p
strikee at the heart of
o
the reegime’s revoluttionary legitimaacy,” Brooking
gs
Institu
ute, Washington
n, D.C., Nov. 19, 2019.
36

37

“Iran: Communities
C
Conquer
C
Dustt And Drough
ht,
Helpiing Themselves And The Environment,,”
U.N. Development Programme, Ju
une 6, 2017.
Voice of America, Aprr. 6, 2014.

nian Supreme Leader
L
Ayatollaah
38 See, forr example, “Iran
Ali Khamenei:
K
U.S
S. Is Accused of Creating th
he
Coron
navirus,” MEM
MRI TV, Waashington, D.C
C.,
Mar. 20, 2020; RGC
C Gen. Gholam
mreza Jalali, “Th
he
U.S. Has Many Bio
ological Labs in
n the Area Thaat
May Be Responsib
ble for Spread
ding the Virus,,”
MEM
MRI TV, Mar. 10, 2020.
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coverinng up the reaal scope
of thee pandemicc and
its mismanagementt of the
crisis.39 The alreaddy fragile ecoonomy is exxpected
to suffeer since mostt neighboringg countries ccut off
commeercial contacct. The
dropp in the prrice of oil in spring 2020 to
neggative dollarss a barrel att a time wheen Iran
sellls only some 200,000 barrrels per day adds to
the regime’s disstress.40
Economic rationality, however, dooes not
conncern the hhardliners. IIRGC comm
mander
Salaami vehemenntly objectedd to any disccussion
withh the Europpeans whilee the IRGC
C-linked
meddia emphasiized that thhe force waas fully
com
mmitted to S
Soleimani’s sstrategy of m
military
disrruption, inclluding missile attacks oon U.S.
trooops in Iraq aand the transfer of weappons to
the Houthis in Y
Yemen. The supreme leadder, the
IRG
GC, and the Basij militiia were buoyyed by
the successful suuppression oof protests, annd they
cam
me to believve that the ccrisis of legiitimacy
couuld be perm
manently mannaged throuugh coerciion. In a movve toward thhis so-called ““forced
stabbility,” the hard-line Guardian C
Council
deccimated the list of proggressive canddidates,
creaating the moost radical leggislative boddy since
19880. Conservvatives garrnered 191 seats
com
mpared with 14 seats for the reformeers with
the remaining 34 allocatedd mostly too indepenndents and unnaffiliated coonservatives.441

The suprreme leaderr came
to believe that the crrisis of
legitimacy
y could be m
managed
through coercioon.
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Radio Zamanehh (Amsterdam)), Mar. 6, 20200.
40 M
Mashregh New
ws Agency, Feeb. 23, 2020; T
The New
York Times, Apr. 20, 20020; The Wasshington
Post, Apr. 211, 2020.
41 Yaakov Lappiin, “Iran’s Reegional Terroriism and
Nuclear Acttivities Grow with Its D
Distress,”
Investigative Project on Terrrorism, Jan. 223, 2020;
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The Trump adm
minabortedd by his ow
wn seistration had its own
curity officials andd PresKhamenei blamed the Jews for
doubts about furrther
ident O
Obama. Refflecting
dominating
d
g U.S. politiccs and for
the hheightened ddanger,
negotiations. Some ofwaging war
w on the JC
CPOA.
ficials implied that,
the Israael Defense Forces
given th
he scope off the
createdd a speciaal Iran
riots, the
t
underllying
commaand to deteect and
disconten
nt would eventually
e
lead to th
he
anaalyze threats ffrom Tehrann.44
collapse of the Islam
mic Republic. Although
h
In the imm
mediate futuure, the reggime is
the president denied seeking reg
gime changee,
exppected to drag negottiations witth the
his administration haas been slow
w to respond
d
Eurropeans whiile hoping thhat Trump looses to
to Euro
opean entreeaties to salvage th
he
aD
Democrat in the 2020 elections. Khaamenei
agreemen
nt. To the co
ontrary, Pom
mpeo revealed
d
him
mself said thhat he is eencouraged bby the
a “multiipronged pllan” to delliver a finaal
Sennate’s Iran Power Resolution Acct that
“death blow” to thee JCPOA. He
H noted thaat
lim
mits the pressident’s abiility to wagge war
there weere legal grounds
g
to petition th
he
withh Tehran. H
He also blaamed the Jew
ws for
United Nations
N
to restore the snap-back
k
dom
minating U.S
S. politics annd for waginng war
sanctionss and thaat more sophisticated
d
on tthe JCPOA. The regimee has not saiid what
sanctionss were in store. Pom
mpeo’s plan
ns
it w
will do if Trrump wins a second terrm, but
received a boost when,
w
in March
M
2020
0,
sevveral officialls, includingg Foreign M
Minister
Rafael Grossi,
G
the heead of the IA
AEA, accused
d
Zarrif, threateneed to leave the NPT iff snapIran of blocking
b
insspection of three
t
suspecct
bacck sanctions are imposedd.45
42
nuclear sites.
s
With
hout more visibility
v
into
o the curren
nt
Conclusioon
decision--making pro
ocess, the future
f
of th
he
JCPOA is hard to predict. Th
he maximum
m
The strugggle betweenn the appeaal of a
response could comp
pel the regim
me to restarrt
connventional state andd its fouunding
the projeect with a view of produ
ucing enough
h
rev olutionary eethos has styymied the IIslamic
fissile material
m
for a nuclear weeapon. Israelli
Reppublic. The elite want nnuclear weappons to
intelligen
nce estimateed that Iran would have
prootect them aas they destaabilize the M
Middle
enough highly
h
enrich
hed uranium to produce a
Easst and purssue their im
mperialist, Isslamist
weapon by
b the end of
o 2020, but fabricating a
ageenda while their less ideological peers
missile fitted
f
with a nuclear warhead
w
may
y
bem
moan the steeep costs of defiance. W
With the
take at leeast two mo
ore years. Jeerusalem haas
debbate unresolvved, the Irannian regime would
already announced
a
that
t
it woulld not allow
w
likeely find it hhard to sign a new agreeement
Tehran to develop nuclear weapons
w
and
d
might reesort to military
m
actiion with or
o
without U.S. supporrt.43 In the early 2010ss,
44 Ali Vaez andd Naysan Raffati, “U.S. M
Maximum
Pressure Meeets Iranian Maximum Prressure,”
M
Benjjamin Netan
nyahu pushed
d
Prime Minister
Crisis Groupp, Washington, D.C., Nov. 55, 2019;
for bomb
bing Iran’s nuclear
n
facillities but waas

42 Al-Mon
nitor, Feb. 6, 2020; The Washington
W
Freee
Beaco
on, Feb. 23, 20
020.
43 Reuterss, Oct. 26, 2017
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Haaretz (Tell Aviv), Jan. 144, 2020; Ofira Seliktar
and Farhad R
Rezaei, Iran, IIsrael, and thee United
States: The Politics of Counter-Prolif
iferation
Intelligence (Lanham, Mdd.: Lexington Books,
2018), p. 1577.

45 IIRNA, Jan. 20,, 2020.
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requiring a reduction of ballistic missile development and the disbanding of its proxy
militias. Indefinitely prolonging the negotiations may be its only option.
Ofira Seliktar is professor
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Pennsylvania. She specializes in
intelligence, including nuclear
proliferation intelligence. She is
the author of ten books and scores
of articles and chapters in refereed
publications. Her last two books
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States: The Politics of Counterproliferation Intelligence and Iran,
Revolution and Proxies (with
Farhad Rezaei).
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